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As I left the milongas, the sentiments that stayed in my heart melt into colors and lines, weaved

themselves together and urged me to draw. I simply obeyed, as I obeyed the divine sound of a

beautiful song. This book is a dance. It is a dance that contains everything that I have felt, loved,

and treasured in my tango journey.
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From the first day I met tango till now, I have danced away many nights, made many video clips,

and drawn more cartoons. But most important of all, I have met many people whose souls vibrate

like mine as they hear tango music, and this vibration of the soul is what I would dedicate this book

to. Tango is love and music is home - that is where I live.

As an Argentine tango dancer of many years, it is sometimes too easy to see in dancers and

viewers alike the misinterpretations of tango - flashy, sexy, for show - and completely miss what it all

means at the heart of this art form. There are some books out there about tango chronicles and

escapades, however none have conveyed the essence of tango for me as directly and

heartwarmingly as this set of illustrations. I think there's nothing else like it out there and highly

recommend this for anyone wishing to know more about tango - and for all existing tango dancers!

Although I am not a tango dancer, I can relate to the feelings expressed through this heart-warming

book. It's not just about tango. It's about quality and care, love and friendship. Check out the



author's other books too. They always bring me smiles.
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